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Multi Action Mix 
What are they? 

A bucket-load of adrenaline-fuelled activities to 

form the basis of, or enhance any event. 

The supreme energiser or incentive day; guests 

get to experience activities that would knock the 

socks off a sumo wrestler! Whether it’s taking 

control of fifty tonnes of military might or hurtling 

round a bend in a 400cc buggy, everybody’s 

primal need for speed and excitement can be 

catered for during a Multi Action Mix day. 

 

How do they work? 

Guests are split into teams and rotate around 

various activity zones, with fun money or points 

able to be awarded depending on team 

performance in each zone. Our expert instructors 

will introduce guests to each activity, and after a 

short demonstration or briefing it will be the 

guests’ turn to have a go! 

Create the ultimate action experience. The 

activity range is vast, allowing you to pick and 

mix activity zones according to your audience 

and requirements. 

 

The Choice of Action  

Abbott Tanks 

If you’ve got 17 tonnes of metal mounted onto 

caterpillar tracks, you’re probably going to have 

a fair bit of fun. Fast and with effortless steering, 

teams will experience the zippiest tank ride 

going! There’s even an option to run over a car 

in it! 

 

 

Argos 

Guests can speed easily across unforgiving 

landscapes in Argocats. These 6 wheeled semi 

amphibious  machines are used as 

reconnaissance vehicles by the Canadian army. 

Able to cross any off-road terrain, they demand 

a high level of co-ordination and control. 

Blind Driving 

Highly dangerous on the M25, but safe in the  

middle of a field. Team members take it in turn to 

“navigate” one of their colleagues, who will be 

driving a 4x4  vehicle blindfolded, around a 

course. Effective at building communication and 

trust between colleagues, and a great laugh to 

boot! 

Chieftain Tank 

This is a monster of a machine. With 55 tonnes of 

armoured might, this tank is able to tackle rough 

terrain effortlessly and shows no mercy to 

anything in its path. Perhaps you may want to 

perform a car-crushing finale in it?  No problem. 

Close Quarter Battle 

Known to the rest of us as Paintballing, Close 

Quarters Battle sees two teams take part in a  

variety of high excitement combat games.  

Trying to avoid being hit by paint pellets fired  

from compressed air guns, the budding soldiers  

can take on missions including capture the flag, 

Hostage rescue and search and destroy. For a 

less tactile alternative, see Outdoor Laser Tag 

below. 
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Ferrett Armoured Cars 

Another army favourite - I use one of these to do  

my weekly shop. Nippy, responsive and with an 

unusual driving position, Ferrets are great fun to  

drive in deep mud. 

 

Finesse Driving 

It’s fair enough being able to race around at full 

speed, but that’s no good if you lack sufficient  

driving skills. With this activity teams can hone 

their handling capabilities. Using a 4x4 vehicle, 

various finesse driving tasks can be undertaken 

to gain points - including dribbling a giant ball 

around obstacle course. 

 

Helicopter Search and Rescue 

Teams take to the sky armed with map and clues 

in the ultimate aerial treasure hunt. Deciphering 

puzzles and tracking down waypoints, this is a 

high adrenaline chopper-based mission to find 

the final location in the quickest time possible. 

 

Hostage Rescue Mission 

With your inside man now being held by the 

enemy, it is up to you and the team to release 

him from the terrorists’ grip. Experience the thrill 

of a rescue mission after being briefed by 

experts, and using authentic SO19 and SAS 

techniques, teams can devise a strategy and put 

it into the practice to pull off their daring mission. 

 

Hovers 

If ever you’ve dreamed of gliding through the  

air with the greatest of ease, these are for you. 

Hovers are single seater mini-hovercraft, able to 

travel over both land and water. By creating a  

thin cushion of air directly underneath the 

vehicle, Hovers allow drivers to travel  at speed 

and steer through a specially designed course 

by moving their weight from side to side and 

using a rudder. 

 

Ice Climbing 

For an extreme physical challenge, look no 

further than climbing up a vertical face of ice! 

Team members take turns to strap on spiked 

boots, grab two ice axes and tackle the climb, 

after some hints and tips by our instructors. 

Performance in the climb can be awarded with 

points, but the exhilaration of the activity and 

sense of achievement to have reached to top of 

the wall will be enough for most! 

 

Land Yachting 

A strange hybrid sport which takes place on 

open, empty beaches. After assembling their 

vehicle, team members get to experience the 

elegance of sailing alongside the buzz of motor 

racing. Reaching speeds of up to 40mph, drivers 

find themselves only centimetres from the sand 

and use their vehicle’s sail to manoeuvre. 
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Mini Diggers 
Testing dexterity and co-ordination, these are 
unusual and highly enjoyable machines. Teams 
can attempt to master the controls of a mini JCB 
for a variety of construction based tasks.  
Whether it’s trench digging, distributing earth or 
building their own mud mountain, the budding 
site workers will have a wacky and thoroughly 
amusing mechanised experience! 

 

Monster Trucks 
Experience the thrill of riding in a 3m high, 4000kg 
customised truck. Whether it’s driving effortlessly  
over a line of cars, jumping over mud ramps or  
simply speeding along flat land, these 
mechanical monstrosities offer a truly out of the 
ordinary motoring experience. 

 

Outdoor Laser Tag 
The timeless school-yard game gets a high  
adrenaline makeover as it fuses with the laser 
gun activity ‘Quasar’. Each player has infra-red 
sensor pads attached to themselves, and with 
their laser gun attempt to shoot the opponents’ 
sensors. Those who have been hit are ‘tagged’, 
and must then shoot another player to pass on 
the tag. Great fast and furious fun! 

 

Pilots 
With 400cc engines, these dune buggies are  
capable of reaching great speeds. Easy to drive  
due to their simple hand control system, Pilots 
can provide a mountain of rapid excitement 
with their ability to jump and corner briskly. Brush 
up on some driving skills, race against the clock 
with team mates, or simply rocket around an 
outdoor circuit! 

Powerturns 
Capable of spinning 360° on its own axis, the 
Powerturn is a dual-seater buggy powered by  
twin engines. A totally different driving discipline, 
they can power-slide around corners, perform 
doughnuts, wheelies and can probably 
manoeuvre faster than any other off-road leisure 
vehicle in the world. Tackle a demanding off-
road course in them, or take part in a spot of 
Powerturn Snooker; attempting to hit large 
coloured balls in a certain order and in the 
quickest time. 

 

Pulsar Laser Pod 
An all-guns-blazing indoor version of Outdoor 
Laser Tag. Team members furiously battle it out 
inside a giant atmospheric inflatable pod, which 
is dimly lit and filled with smoke and sound 
effects. Aiming to score as many hits as possible, 
players dash around the inflatable to shoot their 
opponents’ infra-red sensor pads. Will you have 
the aim, tenacity and tactics to come out on 
top? 

 

Quads 
Exciting off-road four wheeled motorbikes. 
Quads are simple to use and can be driven on 
almost any terrain. Teams are able to be scored 
on their performance along a Quad trail. Or why 
not have teams test their handling abilities to the 
limit with a Quad obstacle course? 

 

Rage Buggies 
As the name suggests, these machines weren’t 
built for Sunday driving. Taking control of a single 
seater buggy, team members can use the 614cc 
engine to navigate around a circuit at 
considerable speed!! 
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Rally Karts 

With great cornering abilities and acceleration that 

make Usain Bolt look like an OAP, these traditional 

Go-Kart vehicles provide good old fashioned speed 

based excitement. The Rally Kart’s model and tyre 

type mean they can be driven easily on grass and 

other off road surfaces, and can be used to race 

against the clock. 

Reverse Steer Crazy Tractors 

More vehicular based insanity! Using motorised 

seated lawn mowers, team members attempt to 

complete a marked out course. Easy? Far from it  

– these machines are built to bamboozle. With the 

Crazy Tractors steering in the opposite direction, 

teams will find themselves in a challenging and truly 

comical predicament! 

SAS Skills 

Teams receive special operations training. 

Professionals and former members of the SAS teach 

the budding soldiers how to live off the land and 

survive behind enemy lines. The art of camouflage is 

explained, as well as counter surveillance techniques, 

bomb disposal, field craft and unarmed combat. 

After a period of training teams can demonstrate 

what they have learnt during a simulated training 

exercise. 

Segways 

Amazing pieces of equipment, a Segway looks  

like a space age amalgam of a bicycle and a 

skateboard. These two wheeled, electric motor 

machines are manoeuvred by weight distribution 

and react to the slightest movement of a driver’s 

body. With both street and off road versions 

available, teams can tackle a variety of different 

activities on the Segways. 

Skydiving 

If the term ‘high-adrenaline’ was found in an 

encyclopaedia, there would probably be a 

description of this activity. After climbing to a  

heady 15,000ft, you and an experienced instructor 

will jump from a plane and freefall for a minute at 

120mph. After deploying your parachute, you will 

then both soar through the air for a further five 

minutes – offering you unparalleled views – before  

a comfortable landing. All it takes is 20 minutes  

basic training and a smidgen of courage! 

Target Grenades 

Using a replica training grenade, recruits hit a series  

of targets at various distances. A successful throw  

will detonate a battlefield pyrotechnic. As if that 

wasn’t exciting enough, grenades are thrown from 

standing and prone positions after a crawl through  

a net tunnel. 
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Number of people Unlimited  

Duration Dependent on activity chosen 

Venue / Logistics Outdoor  

What we supply 
Instructors and all necessary equipment and safety gear for each 

activity. Pre event planning and on site management.   

Pricing Price on application 

Health and safety 
Risk Assessed & £10million Public & Product Liability and Professional 

Indemnity Insurance  

Timing and Logistics: 

Who is it suitable for? 
• All genders, organisations & business backgrounds 

• Colleagues or clients 

• Most effective for 40 or more people  

Who is it suitable for? 
• An exciting way for guests to meet 

• A memorable and fun occasion 

• A great way of rewarding hard working colleagues 

• A perfect, energising incentive 

Enhancements  

• Make your day eclectic by adding in activities  

 from our Country Pursuits Mix: for some slightly  

 more relaxed enjoyment, try a spot of archery,  

 clay pigeon shooting or axe throwing in between 

 the motorised madness! 

• Complement a Multi Action Day with a variety  

 of collaborative tasks from our Mix and Match 

 Teamwork Challenge selection 

• We can provide prizes themed to each activity 

• Round the event off with an action themed 

 evening dinner; during which prizes and  

 accolades can be awarded for the various 

 performances of the day.  


